Front End Input Crate
RACK 1Y5

RACK 1Y4

1Y5-1

1Y5-27

1Y4-33

1Y5-27

1Y4-8

1Y4-1

1Y4-33

ICS-110B

PENTEK 6102

XYCOM 220

PENTIUM III

GPS CLOCK DRIVER

MVME162

VMIC 3113

XYCOM 220

PD WHITE/INT (MC1)

PD WHITE/INT (MC2)

PD WHITE/INT (MC3)

PD WHITE/INT (RM)

PD WHITE/INT (BS)

PD WHITE/INT (ITMX)

PD WHITE/INT (ITMY)

PD WHITE/INT (SRM)

OPT LEV INT (RCM, BS)

OPT LEV INT (ITMX, ITMY)

OPT LEV INT (SRM)

COIL DRIVER DAQ

COIL DRIVER DAQ

SOS DEWHITE

SOS DEWHITE

AA filter Whitening (Backs)

AA filter Whitening (Sides) + Side Coils

AA filter Coil Driver Signals

WHITENING

FE I/O Crate

& ADCU

COIL DRIVERDAQ

COIL DRIVERDAQ

SOS COIL DRIVER (MC3)

SOS COIL DRIVER (MC1)

SOS COIL DRIVER (MC2)

SOS COIL DRIVER (MC4)

SOS COIL DRIVER (BS)

SOS COIL DRIVER (PRM)

SOS COIL DRIVER (ITMY)

SOS COIL DRIVER (ITMX)

UNIV DEWHITE

UNIV DEWHITE

UNIV DEWHITE

UNIV DEWHITE

UNIV DEWHITE